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and started. At this part of the feed-wheel I

Be it known that I, CHARLEST. JoNES, of
Utica, in the county of Oneida and State of
New York, have invented an Improvement in
5 Feed-Wheels for Button-Hole Sewing-Ma
chines, of which the following is a specifica

recess the surface transversely to the groove
and to a depth corresponding to the depth of
the groove, and I introduce into the same the 4o
steel plates e ii, the ends of which are shaped
to the contour of the groove and form the sur

with a groove in it which acts upon the guide
IO pin of the clamp that holds the fabric. The
wear comes upon the sides of the groove at one
place only in consequence of the sudden start
ing or throwing in position of the guide-pin.
As soon as this groove becomes worn and the
15 guide-pin ceases to act perfectly, the machine
is practically valueless, and the principal cause
of complaint arises from the wearing of the
feed-wheel groove at one place.
My present invention is for the purpose of
rendering the grooved cam-wheel more dura
ble than heretofore, and for restoring the groove
of the feed-wheel to its normal width in case
of the parts wearing.
In the drawings, Figure 1 is an elevation of
25 the face of the feed-wheel, and Fig. 2 is a sec
tion of the same.
The feed-wheel a is circular, and in its sur
face is the cam-groove c, of an elliptical form
similar to that shown. The groove receives
3o the guide-pin of the clamp, and these and the
other parts of the button-hole sewing-machine
are of the ordinary character, and do not re
quire further description. The wear upon the
cam-groove, as aforesaid, is confined almost
35. exclusively to the portion of the cam-groove
where the guide-pin is thrown into position

passing through the steel plates into the feed- 45
wheel, and the holes are to be slightly elon
gated, so that they can be adjusted with accu
racy and held firmly in position. The steel
plates are to be hardened, especially at the
end portions, that are subject to wear; and if so

tion.
faces of such groove, and these plates e i are
Inbutton-hole machines there is a feed-wheel provided with holes and the attaching-screws

n

they become injured or inaccurate they may
be ground off to shape and replaced, thus ren
dering the feed-wheel cam as durable and re
liable as any other portion of the button hole
sewing-machine.
55
It will be apparent that my innprovement
does not relate to an adjustable cam-wheel,
but to devices for preventing wear at the edges
of the cam-groove.
I claim as my invention6cy
The wheel-cam having a groove in the sur
face and steel plates let in flush with the sur
face of the wheel, with their ends forming the
surfaces of the groove at the place exposed to
the principal wear, substantially as set forth. 65
Signed by me this 10th day of May, A. D.
18S4.

CHARIES T. JONES.
Witnesses:

B. A. CLARK,

FRANK H. CLARK.
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